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Abstract— Now-a-days scholar individuals are interested 

in distance learning as there is rapid growth in digital 

data due to day today development in information as well 

as computer technology. Currently, YouTube is the global 

way of video sharing. It is having certain limitations such 

as, it having inactivity in online learning. In online study 

students expecting some extra guidelines from given 

resources. This project first analyzes based on active 

learning & video-based learning approaches to support 

stem education, and ubiquitous learning, and then 

presents the combination of micro lecture and mobile 

learning, to propose a novel way of micro-learning 

through mobile terminals. Details are presented of a 

micro lecture mobile learning system that can support 

multi-platforms, including PC terminals and smart 

phones. The system combines intelligent push, speech 

recognition, video annotation, Lucene full-text search, 

clustering analysis, Android development, and other 

technologies. We propose a group engagement score that 

takes into account both individual activity and similarity 

of participation, thus allows corrective actions to be taken 

when unengaged students or groups are identified. The 

platform allows learners to access micro lecture videos 

and other high-quality micro lecture resources wherever 

and whenever they like, in whatever time intervals they 

have available. Teachers can obtain statistical analysis 

results of the micro lecture in MMLS to provide 

teaching/learning feedback and an effective 

communication platform. MMLS promotes the 

development of micro lecture and mobile learning. 

  

Index Terms— MOOC, M-Learning  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Mobile gaining knowledge of (M-Learning) is a brand new 

learning mode based totally on cell terminal computing and 

Wi-fi community transmission potential. Students can look at 

on a spread of mobile terminals (which include smart phones 

or tablets) via cell communication networks or wireless local 

place networks (LANs). Learners can get the data they need, 

at whenever, anywhere, using fragments of time in their busy 

schedules and accomplishing a actual experience of self -

reliant mastering. The core concept provided right here is to 

merge micro lecture and M-learning. Nowadays, the data 

processing capability of smart phones opponents that of 

computer systems. Rapid improvement of mobile 

conversation generation has resulted in maximum campus 

areas being covered by using Wi-Fi. These elements help an 

M-learning platform. The mixture of micro lecture and M-

getting to know yields the exceptional of each, as learners 

can, at any time or location, easily examine fragmented 

information through their cell terminals. Brief, focused micro 

lectures best require cell getting to know platforms to be 

effective.  

 

II. A BRIEF HISTORY 
 

Textbook highlighting is broadly considered to be beneficial 

for students. In this paper, we advise a comprehensive 

solution to highlight the web lecture films in each sentence- 

and section-level, just as is completed with paper books. The 

unexpected  increase in amount of publicly to be had movies 

has driven research into growing automated tools for 

indexing, rating, searching and retrieval.[6]  

The motive of this paper is to decide what number of 

scientific studies involve usage of video annotations gear in 

trainer schooling. Additionally, there was a giant interaction 

between the content of the members’ notes and their use of 

self-regulatory tactics while gaining knowledge with 

hypermedia.[8] 

Ontology-based Video  metadata annotation is a tool used for 

teacher mirrored image and instructor training.  

The proposed machine is capable to perform computerized 

shot detection and help users at any point of the annotation 

segment in a collaborative framework by providing pointers 

on the premise of real user wishes as well as modifiable user 

behaviour and pastimes.[9] 

The annotation set isn't always confined to words that have 

education facts or for which fashions were created. It is 

constrained most effective through the words inside the 

collective annotation vocabulary of all the database files. A 

graph reinforcement technique driven by using a particular 

modality (e.g. visual) is used to decide the contribution of a 

similar record to the annotation target.[10] 

The social cognitive conception of self-regulated mastering 

provided here involves a triadic evaluation of element 

procedures and an assumption of reciprocal causality among 

private, behavioral, and environmental triadic impacts. This 

theoretical account also posits a relevant role for the 

construct of educational self-efficacy beliefs and three self-

regulatory processes: self-commentary, self- judgment, and 

self-reactions.[4] The M-STEM Academy is aimed toward 

growing instructional fulfillment and retention of college 

students who, for reasons of socioeconomic reputation, first 

generation college repute, racial or gender bias, or lack of 

rigor of their excessive college preparation, may not achieve 

success at a highly competitive, elite studies university.[3] 

Social presence is defined as college student’s ability to have 

interaction socially with a web studying network. Moreover, 

the study also revealed that teaching presence moderated the 

association among social presence and academic 

performance, indicating that a path design that increased the 

level of significant interactions among students had a large 

effect on the improvement of social presence, and for that 

reason could definitely affect college students’ academic 

performance.[1]  
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

The micro lecture M-mastering system (MMLS) includes 

three elements: the student terminal, the teacher terminal, and 

the central server. Teachers and students can use smart 

telephones or Web platforms to log in, which retains the 

traditional mastering platform however also provides a brand 

new M-gaining knowledge of platform. There are many 

methods to get students involved in duties that promote 

cognitive activity. Here we use the active studying method 

with 3 varieties of responsibilities:   

1) instructional videos created by college students; 2) a 

collaborative approach for the video manufacturing process; 

and 3) peer review of published movies.  

Here, a new student’s position arises: pupil as a reflective and 

social actor. In addition to fashionable functions like video 

add and playback, in addition designed-in capabilities at the 

valuable servers consist of video annotation technology, 

video and correlate label text display, Lucene complete-

textual content seek technology.  

Students can get enter into micro lecture sources from a 

cellular terminal or Web platform and make video 

annotations and critiques and ask questions while learning. 

Teachers receive SMS alerts while students ask questions and 

might reply via the interactive platform, which permits 

conversation among teachers and college students and gives 

valuable recommendation within the classroom. The terminal 

platform makes use of a cluster analysis set of rules to 

calculate the precise fine of video resources, and then 

intelligently pushes the consequences to the learner’s 

interface. 

 
Fig.3 System Architecture 

 

The vital Web server makes use of Lucene era to index micro 

lecture sources to improve the new comers interaction  

alongwith recollect ratio and precision of searching.  

 

IV. MODULES 
 

A. Account Access Type  

The device consists of 2 login mode:  

• Teacher login  

• Student login  

The User ID and password to each trainer and student were 

given by using the organization. Teacher profile and student 

profile statistics were stored within the server. After a hit 

login the homepage for pupil and instructor are identical.  

  

B. Video Upload  

Teachers can add micro-lecture resources to the streaming 

media server via a Web server. While uploading video, 

instructor will choose the respective challenge, unit and topic 

then they may upload the video to server. Teachers branch 

will robotically detect from the trainer profile by means of 

the machine. The uploaded video may be added to the 

students who are presently studying the topics. The students 

get the frenzy notification while a video is uploaded in their 

topics.  

 

C. Video Search  

MMLS makes use of a complete-textual content seek engine 

based on Lucene technology. Full-text search can remedy fail 

research situation while the question word does no longer 

precisely match the database. Moreover, complete-textual 

content seek offers better performance than the easy question 

search. Using Lucene generation complements the remember 

ratio and the precision and velocity of the search.  

 

D. Video Annotation  

While watching a micro-video clip, rookies can make notes 

with the aid of clicking a button and getting into labelling 

data in the text box. The video location and labelling 

information are submitted to the nearby database, after which 

uploaded to a approachable flung server. When learners 

revisit the label position on the video, the annotation statistics 

is brought about.  

 

E. Questions and Answers 

If students get any doubt while looking the video then the 

scholar can put up their questions. Teacher gets the SMS 

notification when a student raises a query to their video. 

After seeing the SMS alert instructor will login to the 

machine and type their solutions and post it to the server. The 

scholar will get push notification while the teacher solutions 

the query. After getting notification the scholar will open the 

cellular terminal or web platform to view their answers.  

 

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

  

This paper has proposed an exclusively modern idea of 

mixing micro- lecture and M-learning and designated over 

design of the MMLS that helps multiplatform learning. 

Students considered the largest problem on this new studying 

version to be strong enjoyment ability of mobile devices, 

ensuing in them easily being distracted while mastering. M-

getting to know wishes for a length of edition and 

development when introducing a new mastering technique 

brand. Overall, MMLS’ innovations are the following.  

-It combines micro-lecture and M-gaining knowledge of for a 

ubiquitous studying mode and gives two studying access 

structures for PC terminals and smartphones, in order that 

beginners can benefit from specific micro-gaining knowledge 

of on every occasion they have a spare minute.  

-It correlates annotation textual content with micro-lecture 

video and displays them together, which makes it convenient 

for users to retrieve video sources. Speech popularity is also 

followed for video annotation on the Android mobile 

terminal.  

-It uses information mining techniques inclusive of cluster to 

analyse recognition, visits, and similarity of the micro-

lecture, then intelligently pushes the end result to 

inexperienced persons, making the platform initiative and 

wise.  
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-It adopts a complete-text Lucene-primarily based seek 

engine on Web and mobile systems to retrieve micro-lecture 

resources. By setting up a database index, and segmenting 

key phrases, a convenient, speedy, complete search for 

related learning resources may be accomplished.  
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